SP A R K L I N G
NV ANDRÉ CLOUET BRUT CHAMPAGNE GRANDE RÉSERVE

17,000 BOTTLE

NV BILLECART-SALMON BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

19,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of dried yellow apple, dried pineapple, preserved lemon, white mushrooms, honeysuckle and gardenia. Palate of red
fruits with hints of red currant.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Bright and elegant, this offers appealing flavors of ripe black cherry, raspberry and orange peel that show hints of toasted
raisin bread, anise & sweet smoke.

NV BILLECART-SALMON CUVÉE 200 BRUT CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Combines intensity and impact with characteristic freshness and poise. Grand Cru Pinot Noir vinified in partial oak barrels
brings richness with fine acidity.

480,000 MAGNUM

NV BILLECART-SALMON BRUT BLANC DE BLANCS CHAMPAGNE GRAND CRU

19,000 BOTTLE

NV BILLECART-SALMON SOUS BOIS BRUT CHAMPAGNE

19,000 BOTTLE

NV BOLLINGER BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

17,000 BOTTLE

2011 BOLLINGER BOLLINGER 007 MILLÉSIME BRUT CHAMPAGNE

55,000 BOTTLE

2008 BOLLINGER LA GRANDE ANNÉE PRESTIGE CUVÉE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

43,000 BOTTLE

2004 BOLLINGER R.D. EXTRA BRUT CHAMPAGNE

68,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Dry fruits aromas, almonds and fresh hazelnuts. Creamy sensation of bubbles associated with aromas of buttered brioche and
minerals.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Dry fruits, fresh citrus and white fruits coupled with finely buttered seductive aromas. A burst of flavors (notes of grilled
brioche, toffee) on the palate.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Briny, mineral-tinged waft of seashore adds complexity to flavors of black cherry, grilled plum, pastry, graphite and almond
cream.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Grilled and roasted aromas, hints of honey, hard candy and yellow-fleshed fruits. Rich notes of stewed fruits on the palate and
a finish of mineral notes.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Fruity, spicy and floral notes intertwine to reveal a complex nose; wild peach, plum and orange peel precede saffron and tonka
bean. Dense and harmonious mouth.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Abundant stewed and candied fruits on the nose, accompanied by touches of sweet spice. With time, notes of mirabelle and
preserved orange unfold in the glass.

NV BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
On the nose, it has a beautiful aromatic complexity, ripe fruit and spicy aromas, with hints of roasted apples, apple compote
and peaches.

9,100 HALF BOTTLE

NV HENRI GIRAUD GRAND CRU D'AŸ FÛT DE CHÊNE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

56,000 BOTTLE

NV KRUG GRANDE CUVÉE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

45,000 BOTTLE

2013 LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

18,000 BOTTLE

2008 LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL BRUT CHAMPAGNE

69,000 BOTTLE

NV LOUIS ROEDERER PREMIER BRUT CHAMPAGNE

12,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Nose with brioche, red apples, biscuits, some wood, florals, pears and a touch of minerals. Flavors follow the nose with a
creamy texture.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Notes of toasted bread, hazelnut, nougat, barley sugar and jellied fruits; exceptional freshness in the mouth with rich and
tangy flavors of lemon & grapefruit.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of zesty fruit, wild strawberry and raspberry with spicy and smoky notes. Palate is soft and smooth yet also piercingly
fresh.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Very balanced with citrus and chalky elements followed by a crema of lemon curd, apples and hints of yeast.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Firm and finely meshed with hints of passionfruit and pineapple mixing with poached apple, almond pastry and fleur de sel.
Mouthwatering and lightly smoky.

1998 MOËT & CHANDON CUVÉE DOM PÉRIGNON P2 BRUT CHAMPAGNE

120,000 BOTTLE

1996 MOËT & CHANDON CUVÉE DOM PÉRIGNON P2 BRUT CHAMPAGNE

120,000 BOTTLE

1995 MOËT & CHANDON CUVÉE DOM PÉRIGNON P2 BRUT CHAMPAGNE

120,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Full and radiant bouquet with notes of honeysuckle, orange colored fruits and hints of iodine. Smoky, biting and full energy
finish balances it all out.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of praline with citron and dried figs. Darker underlying iodine and peaty notes also emerge. On the palate: a paradox,
with concentration and movement.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Lemon confit, orange blossom, honey, hazelnut, smoke, chamomile and buttery notes. Ample, generous and resonant on the
palate.

2008 MOËT & CHANDON DOM PÉRIGNON BRUT CHAMPAGNE

33,000 BOTTLE

2008 MOËT & CHANDON DOM PÉRIGNON LENNY KRAVITZ LIMITED EDITION BRUT CHAMPAGNE

38,000 BOTTLE

2006 MOËT & CHANDON DOM PÉRIGNON LENNY KRAVITZ LIMITED EDITION BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

85,000 BOTTLE

2004 NAPOLÉON GRAND MILLÉSIME BRUT CHAMPAGNE

21,000 BOTTLE

2006 NICOLAS FEUILLATTE PALMES D'OR BRUT CHAMPAGNE

37,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Bouquet of white flowers, citrus and stone fruit enhanced by the freshness of aniseed and crushed mint. Nice balance
between the nose and palate.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Bouquet of white flowers, citrus and stone fruit enhanced by the freshness of aniseed and crushed mint. Nice balance
between the nose and palate.

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Dark spicy aromas and cocoa develop quickly into fruit aromas. Fruit reigns supreme, with roasted fig and apricot and candied
orange flavors.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
The very fresh nose is characterized by dried fruits and spices with notes of exotic fruits. It reveals itself with nuances of citrus
fruit and a mineral touch.

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of herbs, dried flowers and lemon zest. Nervous, defined and expressive. Perfectly balanced with lovely acidity and low
levels of sweetness.

NV PERRIER-JOUËT BRUT BLANC DE BLANCS CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of elderberry, acacia and honeysuckle with notes of citrus fruit on the nose. Fresh, tangy and invigorating with a
mineral intensity on the finish.

2010 PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of red fruits with blood orange and grapefruit, nuances of nuts, brioche, honey and caramel. Mouth is intense,
generous and powerful but delicate,

3,200 GLASS
15,500 BOTTLE

100,000 BOTTLE

2011 PERRIER-JOUËT 'FLEUR DE CHAMPAGNE' BELLE EPOQUE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

36,000 BOTTLE

2008 PERRIER-JOUËT 'FLEUR DE CHAMPAGNE' BELLE EPOQUE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

59,000 MAGNUM

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Floral with acacia, lime-blossom and slight honey notes. Fresh aromas of almond, white peach and pear. Displays a bold attack
with persistent freshness.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Aromas of flowers and white-fleshed fruit enveloped in candied citrus notes that give this Champagne an expansive mouthfeel.

NV PERRIER-JOUËT GRAND BRUT CHAMPAGNE

13,000 BOTTLE

2002 PIPER-HEIDSIECK CUVÉE RARE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

54,000 BOTTLE

2004 POL ROGER CUVÉE SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL BRUT CHAMPAGNE

70,000 BOTTLE

2004 POMMERY CUVÉE LOUISE BRUT CHAMPAGNE

33,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Open-knit and lightly juicy, with a lively, frothy bead. Mixes white cherry, ripe apricot, pickled ginger and mineral notes, with a
fresh, spiced finish.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Voluptuous delicacy with meringue notes. Subtle nuances evoke distant lands – mint tea, lime, kumquat and exotic fruits such
as pineapple and candied ginger.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Intense and complex aromas dominated by enticing notes of dried fruit, toasted almond and honey. Palate is full-bodied, with
notes of citrus fruit.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Floral aromas but also white-fleshed fruit enlivened by spicy silky touches and yeast sensations. Palate is large and fresh, with a
velvety feel.

2008 POMMERY GRAND CRU ROYAL BRUT CHAMPAGNE

3,800 GLASS

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Floral aromas of peony and hawthorn. Fruity notes of pear and fresh apricot. Notes of acacia honey and Mirabelle with blood
orange flavors.

18,500 BOTTLE

NV RUINART BRUT BLANC DE BLANCS CHAMPAGNE

18,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
The nose is clean and intense with warm, rich notes of brioche, French toast and roasted almonds. Palate has notes of honey
and minerals on the long finish.

NV RUINART BRUT CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
On the nose it is deep with citrus aromas, apple, pear, pastries and floral notes. In the mouth, it has a good body, solid acidity
and a nice finish.

2007 SALON LE MESNIL BRUT BLANC DE BLANCS CHAMPAGNE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Scents of lemon, lime, yuzu, then green apple, a hint of smoked tea and fresh herbs on wet stone. Palate is focused on
backbone and purity with a stony imprint.

2,500 GLASS
12,000 BOTTLE

190,000 BOTTLE

NV TAITTINGER PRESTIGE BRUT ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

22,000 BOTTLE

NV VEUVE CLICQUOT 'YELLOW LABEL' BRUT CHAMPAGNE

12,000 BOTTLE

▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Ripe, full berry flavors are vibrant yet refined, delicately balanced by a fresh acidity which carries into a crisp, refreshing finish
of persistent length.
▸ CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Well-knit and balanced with vibrant acidity framing hints of blackberry, white cherry, biscuit, honey and candied lemon zest.
Offers a lightly smoky finish.

NV CA'DEL BOSCO FRANCIACORTA BRUT SPARKLING WINE CUVÉE PRESTIGE

▸ LOMBARDY, ITALY
Brioche, mint and kiwi aromas with some pear and quince beside a touch of lime. Chardonnay and Pinot Nero produce a nice
touch on the palate.

7,500 BOTTLE

WH I T E

2017 MARION BIANCO DELLE VENEZIE WHITE BLEND

11,000 BOTTLE

2015 MARRAMIERO ALTARE TREBBIANO D’ABRUZZO

12,000 BOTTLE

2015 BENJAMIN LEROUX CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE GRAND CRU CHARDONNAY

49,000 BOTTLE

2013 CHANSON PÈRE & FILS LES CHENEVOTTES CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET PREMIER CRU CHARDONNAY

30,000 BOTTLE

2015 DOMAINE BERTHELEMOT LES LEVRONS PULIGNY-MONTRACHET CHARDONNAY

22,000 BOTTLE

▸ FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA, ITALY
Beautiful floral and fruity notes combine with minerality for a complex and very fresh set.
▸ ABRUZZO, ITALY
Broad and intense bouquet with notes of citrus fruits and spices. Tasty on the palate, balanced with very good structure and
persistence.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Shows oak spice on the nose and orchard fruits that are dense and sappy. Fleshy palate that is expressive with mineral, floral
and oak.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Floral fragrances with aromas of exotic fruit and honey on a hint of minerality. Generous, complex and well-structured. Long
and intense aftertaste.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Aromas are floral with hints of almond and hazelnut and the wine is fresh and rich in the mouth.

2017 DOMAINE CORDIER MÂCON CLOS DU LA MAISON CHARDONNAY

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Has a refreshing citrus fruit scent with the sweetness that is characteristic of southern Macon. Rich flavor is supported by
abundant minerals.

2,000 GLASS
9,500 BOTTLE

2015 GUFFENS-HEYNEN POUILLY-FUISSÉ 'C.C' CHARDONNAY

28,000 BOTTLE

2016 HENRI BOURGEOIS SANCERRE D'ANTAN SAUVIGNON BLANC

15,000 BOTTLE

2017 LOUIS LATOUR MEURSAULT AOC CHARDONNAY

18,000 BOTTLE

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Fruity aromas and floral notes. Mouth reveals spicy flavors that blend harmoniously with the fruit. Distinguished by its fine
mineral acidity.
▸ LOIRE, FRANCE
Fills the mouth with layer after layer of creamy fruit, a touch of 'breadiness' from the lees and the terroir notes of truffle and
warm stone.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Aromas of exotic fruits and vanilla are released. On the palate, these aromas are enhanced by notes of honey. A powerful wine
with very nice length.

2017 PASCAL JOLIVET POUILLY-FUMÉ SAUVIGNON BLANC

2,500 GLASS

▸ LOIRE, FRANCE
Dry, focused nose of citrus and mineral. On the palate, the wine is medium in body, incredibly precise and layered with clean,
driving acidity.

11,000 BOTTLE

2012 REGNARD CHABLIS PREMIER CRU MONT DE MILIEU CHARDONNAY

16,000 BOTTLE

2014 TRIMBACH ALSACE RÉSERVE PERSONNELLE PINOT GRIS

14,000 BOTTLE

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Complex aromas of white and herbaceous flowers, white, pear, apple and tropical fruits. Soft oak notes and very pleasant on
the palate; very smooth.
▸ ALSACE, FRANCE
Aromas of apricot, ripe pear and mango with a touch of botrytis. Full-bodied with very ripe fruits on the palate. Very charming,
meaty, rich with good acidity.

2017 TALAMONTI COLLINE PESCARESI TRABOCCHETTO PECORINO

9,500 BOTTLE

2018 BODEGAS ALCEÑO JUMILLA ALLY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC

9,500 BOTTLE

2017 MIGUEL TORRES RÍAS BAIXAS PAZO DAS BRUXAS ALBARIÑO

9,500 BOTTLE

▸ ABRUZZO, ITALY
Bouquet of white pulp fruit. Explosive flavors of ripe pear, Renetta apple, ginestra flowers and jasmine accompanied by a
gentle and refreshing acidity.
▸ MURCIA, SPAIN
Well-balanced with ripe fruit such as peach and apricot, interspersed with the acids of pineapple and passion fruit on the nose
and palate.
▸ GALICIA, SPAIN
This vintage stands out due to its aromatic intensity, with ripe white fruit and citric notes. On the palate it is sweet, with a fresh
and lingering finish.

2012 F.X. PICHLER WACHAU SMARAGD 'M' GRÜNER VELTLINER

28,000 BOTTLE

2017 JOHANNESHOF REINISCH THERMENREGION GUMPOLDSKIRCHNER TRADITION WHITE BLEND

10,000 BOTTLE

▸ NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA
Fresh herbal notes highlighted by yellow tropical fruit aromas. Hints of pineapple and dark minerals. Complex, full-bodied with
ripe yellow pears.
▸ NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA
Cheerful fruit aroma with nuances of mango and apricot. Vital and yet a little baroque on the palate with pleasantly supportive
fruit sweetness.

2017 LETH SCHEIBEN ROTER VELTLINER

12,000 BOTTLE

2015 DUMOL RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY CHARDONNAY

24,000 BOTTLE

2016 DUTTON GOLDFIELD DUTTON RANCH WALKER HILL VINEYARD GREEN VALLEY OF RUSSIAN RIVER
VALLEY CHARDONNAY

20,000 BOTTLE

2017 FAR NIENTE NAPA VALLEY ESTATE BOTTLED CHARDONNAY

30,000 BOTTLE

2017 FROG'S LEAP NAPA VALLEY CHARDONNAY

10,500 BOTTLE

2016 J. CHRISTOPHER WILLAMETTE VALLEY SAUVIGNON BLANC

12,000 BOTTLE

2017 JOSEPH PHELPS ST. HELENA SAUVIGNON BLANC

16,000 BOTTLE

2016 MATANZAS CREEK SONOMA COUNTY SAUVIGNON BLANC

10,000 BOTTLE

2015 THOMAS FOGARTY MONTEREY COUNTY GEWÜRZTRAMINER

10,000 BOTTLE

2018 HAMILTON RUSSELL HEMEL-EN-AARDE VALLEY CHARDONNAY

14,000 BOTTLE

2017 BROWN BROTHERS PATRICIA CHARDONNAY

12,000 BOTTLE

▸ NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA
Aromas of candied pears and red Mirabelles, orange zest and tangerine. Extract and fruit sweetness is perfectly balanced by
the fresh acidity.
▸ RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Zesty lime juice, pear and lychee, thyme and white blossom with sea spray and green olive savory elements. Intense, deep
fruitiness and multi-layered weight.

▸ GREEN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Sweet cream and candied Meyer lemon aromas with Mandarin orange, toasty brioche, creamy cashew, and dried mango.
Flavors of lemon curd, caramel and honeysuckle.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of melon, sweet citrus and white blossom layered with notes of flint, yeast and sweet toasted oak. Flavors of
honeydew lemon, wet stone and yeast.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Precise, crisp flavors, an elegant mouthfeel, aromas of toasted hazelnuts, cream, and white peaches.
▸ WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
A highly aromatic Sauvignon Blanc, made in the clean, fresh style of France’s Loire Valley.
▸ ST. HELENA, CALIFORNIA
Opens with aromatic orange blossom, freshly zested lemon peel, Honeycrisp apple and minerality. Bright and fresh with
balanced acidity and a lemon crème finish.
▸ SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas and flavors of pink grapefruit, honeydew melon and Meyer lemon, with a hint of thyme in the background.
▸ MONTEREY COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Displays classic rose, jasmine and ginger aromatics. Texture, flavor, acid and fruit—balance is the key on the palate.

▸ WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA
Prominent pear and lime fruit aromas and flavors are brought beautifully into focus by a tight line of bright natural acid and a
long, dry minerality.
▸ VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Nose is complex with aromas of stone fruits, citrus and roasted cashews. Palate is elegant with fresh stone fruit and citrus with
a well-balanced acidity.

2017 PIKES CLARE VALLEY TRADITIONALE RIESLING

▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Delicate aromas of lime/lemon, citrus blossom and bath powder, along with some subtle wet slate. Fresh, crisp and quite
delicate, with attractive citrus notes.

2018 QUEALY MORNINGTON PENINSULA PINOT GRIGIO

9,000 BOTTLE

2,200 GLASS

▸ VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Aromas of rock pool, pear, grapefruit and wood smoke. Light and energetic palate with a delicious dollop of creamy fruit.

10,500 BOTTLE

2017 BRANCOTT ESTATE MARLBOROUGH LETTER SERIES SAUVIGNON BLANC

10,000 BOTTLE

▸ SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Intense pink grapefruit, white nectarine, passionfruit and guava characters on the nose. Palate features grapefruit and tropical
characters.

2018 CLOUDY BAY VINEYARDS MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC

▸ SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Aromas of bright citrus, kaffir lime, orchard blossoms and passion fruit. Concentrated and mouthwatering, with juicy stone fruit
and subtle tropical characters.

2015 VILLA MARIA MARLBOROUGH CHARDONNAY RESERVE

▸ SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Fragrant citrus, complex flint and nut aromas combine with a distinctive core of mineral, lemon and mealy characters to form a
seamless palate.

2018 GRACE YAMANASHI 'GRIS DE KOSHU' KOSHU

▸ YAMANASHI PREFECTURE, JAPAN
Aromas of citrus fruits with nuances of green apple and herbs. On the palate, dry with refreshing acidity, abundant fruitiness
and a slight hint of bitterness.

2004 KATSUNUMA WINERY TORRIIVILLA IMAMURA CUVÉE YUKA KOSHU

▸ YAMANASHI PREFECTURE, JAPAN
Aroma of fruits like yellow apple jam with complex impression that shows a sense of maturity. Flavors of honey and white
mushroom on the palate.

9,500 BOTTLE

10,000 BOTTLE

7,000 BOTTLE

12,000 BOTTLE

2017 LOGODAJ WINERY STRUMA VALLEY NOBILE CHARDONNAY

8,500 BOTTLE

2017 TAKAHATA KAMIWADA YAMAGATA KOYADADA CLASSIQUE PINOT BLANC

7,000 BOTTLE

▸ STRUMA VALLEY, BULGARIA
Rich and complex bouquet of pineapple, citrus, banana and vanilla. Palate is mild, balanced and harmonious with a long finish.
▸ YAMAGATA PREFECTURE, JAPAN
Has a fresh fragrance reminiscent of green apple. Dry, white wine with impressive rich acidity and a refreshing crisp taste.

RO S É
2018 CHÂTEAU MIRAVAL CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ

8,500 BOTTLE

2018 BREAD & BUTTER CALIFORNIA ROSÉ

9,500 BOTTLE

2017 TENUTA GUADO AL TASSO (ANTINORI) BOLGHERI SCALABRONE ROSATO

8,500 BOTTLE

▸ PROVENCE, FRANCE
Beautiful aromas of fresh fruit and spring flowers. Airy and balanced, it combines great freshness and complexity, and
develops saline and mineral notes.
▸ CALIFORNIA
Generous aromas of fresh strawberry, green melon with hints of hibiscus and rose petal. Flavors of strawberry and melon with
rich texture and balanced acidity.
▸ TUSCANY, ITALY
Aromas and flavors of ripe cherry and raspberry with subtle hints of herbs. This fresh wine balances beautiful fruit flavors with
vibrant acidity and length.

RE D

2016 SCENIC ROOT WINEGROWERS NAPA VALLEY TEXTBOOK MERLOT

12,000 BOTTLE

2015 2SONS WINERY LODI THE FEDERALIST ZINFANDEL

14,000 BOTTLE

2014 CAKEBREAD CELLARS DANCING BEAR RANCH HOWELL MOUNTAIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

49,000 BOTTLE

▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
A wine of good depth and structure (thanks in part to the addition of Cabernet) along with a wonderfully silky, almost plush
mouthfeel.
▸ LODI, CALIFORNIA
The Lodi Zinfandel has aromas of red fruits (plum, cherry), black pepper and cinnamon spice, a good density, firm tannin
structure, and a long, smooth finish.
▸ HOWELL MOUNTAIN, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of ripe boysenberry, blackberry, black cherry and dark plum with floral and forest floor spice scents. Immensely rich
and flavorful on the palate.

2014 DARIOUSH NAPA VALLEY DARIUS II CABERNET SAUVIGNON

7,500 GLASS

▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of blueberry, black currants, crème de cassis and spring blooms. Voluptuous palate with tangy black and blue fruits,
black cherry, plum and licorice.

79,000 BOTTLE

2013 ERRÁZURIZ ACONCAGUA VALLEY VIÑEDO CHADWICK CABERNET SAUVIGNON

65,000 BOTTLE

2014 FREEMARK ABBEY NAPA VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

19,000 BOTTLE

2014 SIXTEEN BY TWENTY NAPA VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

26,000 BOTTLE

2015 ALMAVIVA PUENTE ALTO BORDEAUX BLEND

39,000 BOTTLE

2015 ALMAVIVA PUENTE ALTO EPU BORDEAUX BLEND

18,000 BOTTLE

2013 AO YUN SHANGRI-LA BORDEAUX BLEND

60,000 BOTTLE

2009 BERTANI AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO CORVINA BLEND

32,000 BOTTLE

2011 CANTINE ALIMINI OTRANTO PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO

15,000 BOTTLE

▸ ACONCAGUA VALLEY, CHILE
Rich aromas of currants, cacao powder, roses, freshly cut green bell peppers, vanilla and wet earth. Generous hints of cassis
liqueur and dark chocolate.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Exudes blackberry, black currant, blueberry and dark cherry, nuances of dark chocolate, chocolate berry truffle dusted with
cocoa powder.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Dark, black and red cherry with sweet mixed berries, currant and plum aromas. Black currant and black cherry flavors with
smoky anise and hints of bacon fat.
▸ CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE
Ripe fruit and subtle floral aromas give way to caramel, licorice and graphite notes. Flavors of raspberry, black currant and
black cherry.
▸ CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE
Rich in aromas, presents notes of fruits like black currant, cherry and blackberry. In the mouth it is charming, silky, fresh, with
medium to full bodied body.
▸ YUNNAN REGION, CHINA
Ripely fruity, dark and powerful, with a spicy tang, a hint of licorice and a silky smooth texture.
▸ VENETO, ITALY
Aromas of plum, cherry and Marasca, spices and licorice. Mouth of red berry and notes of vanilla.

▸ PUGLIA, ITALY
Has a fine finish in which you can feel the powerfulness of the vast and rich earth and refreshing notes of the Adriatic sea
breeze.

2008 CHÂTEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD PAUILLAC BORDEAUX BLEND

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Dominated by red fruit, the nose remains clear, precise and complex. In the mouth, the strength and classic style of this wine
become apparent.

2013 CHÂTEAU LAGRANGE SAINT-JULIEN BORDEAUX BLEND

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Sports fruitiness on the nose with vibrant and pure red cherries, fresh strawberry and cedar. Palate is well-balanced with a
finish that deftly carries oak.

240,000 BOTTLE

22,000 BOTTLE

2006 CHÂTEAU LATOUR PAUILLAC BORDEAUX BLEND PREMIER GRAND CRU CLASSÉ

270,000 BOTTLE

2006 CHÂTEAU MARGAUX BORDEAUX BLEND PREMIER GRAND CRU CLASSE

190,000 BOTTLE

2011 CHÂTEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD PAUILLAC BORDEAUX BLEND

250,000 BOTTLE

2009 CHÂTEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD PAUILLAC BORDEAUX BLEND

320,000 BOTTLE

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Shows great power and a beautiful liveliness, with a pronounced expression of Cabernet. The fruit is less exuberant, but the
"Latour" character is very present.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Has an extraordinary aromatic finesse, a tannic richness and a dense, tight-knit texture. The finish is very long, fresh and lively.
Packed with flavor.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Elegant nose displays red fruit aromas with touches of spice. On the palate, a smooth, creamy attack yields powerful, velvet
tannins.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Offers aromas of bilberry, black currant and blond tobacco mingling with subtle cedar wood and spice. Palate shows all the
wine’s density and refinement.

2015 CHEVAL DES ANDES VISTALBA BORDEAUX BLEND

24,000 BOTTLE

2014 DALLA VALLE NAPA VALLEY COLLINA BORDEAUX BLEND

36,000 BOTTLE

▸ CUYO, ARGENTINA
Fresh aromas of violet and pepper with warmer raspberry and black fruits. Its full-body is accompanied by very fine tannins
that converge in a tense finish.
▸ OAKVILLE, CALIFORNIA
Aromas and flavors of red raspberry and blackberry, layers of dark chocolate, graphite, incense and a wide array of baking
spices.

2017 DIT CELLER MONTSANT SELENITA RED BLEND

8,000 BOTTLE

2018 GRACE 'YAMANASHI DE GRACE' RED BLEND

8,500 BOTTLE

▸ CATALONIA, SPAIN
Very fresh, fruity, candied aromas and toasted notes. In the mouth it is big and bold with a persistent finish.
▸ YAMANASHI PREFECTURE, JAPAN
Shows abundant fruits flavors and soft tannins with sweet notes some background spice from the Muscat Bailey.

2014 JOSEPH PHELPS NAPA VALLEY INSIGNIA BORDEAUX BLEND

66,000 BOTTLE

2014 MARQUIS DE MORES SAINT-ÉMILION BORDEAUX BLEND

12,000 BOTTLE

▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Expressive blackberry, cocoa powder, Bergamot and floral aromatics. Fresh and focused with concentrated black fruit, mocha,
cardamom and Madagascar vanilla.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Aromas of oaky flower, dark fruits and a hint of chocolate. Palate is very smooth with nice tannins and a long finish.

2013 PÉTRUS POMEROL BORDEAUX BLEND

550,000 BOTTLE

2004 PÉTRUS POMEROL BORDEAUX BLEND

550,000 BOTTLE

1973 PÉTRUS POMEROL BORDEAUX BLEND

340,000 BOTTLE

2013 SCREAMING EAGLE NAPA VALLEY SECOND FLIGHT BORDEAUX BLEND

280,000 BOTTLE

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Penetrating aromas of ripe mulberry, black currant and fruit and spicy vanilla oak, setting it apart from all of Bordeaux's finest
wines.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Transitions seamlessly from warm blue and dark fruit with subtle notes of earth and tobacco, to a long smooth finish.
▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Nose of the cellar, cold steel, farm notes and leather with hints of coffee. Mouth shows smoke, coal, and a bit of a steel.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Offers up floral, blue and black fruit, mocha and white chocolate characteristics. It possesses full-bodied, silky flavors and a
finish that lasts 50+ seconds.

2013 SKIPSTONE FAULTLINE VINEYARD ALEXANDER VALLEY BORDEAUX BLEND

40,000 BOTTLE

2016 TENUTA SAN GUIDO BOLGHERI SASSICAIA SUPER TUSCAN BLEND

47,000 BOTTLE

2011 TRAPICHE MENDOZA ISCAY MALBEC & CABERNET FRANC

15,000 BOTTLE

▸ ALEXANDER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Violet blossoms and rose petal are prevalent in the alluring perfume. Bright acidity and layered dark cherry and cracked
pepper with a velvety smooth texture.
▸ TUSCANY, ITALY
Complex aromas of red fruit. In the mouth it is rich and dense, yet harmonious, with sweet, balanced tannins. Has a long finish
with a depth and structure.
▸ CUYO, ARGENTINA
Aromas of violets, ripe red fruits, a slight touch of spices and generous tannins. Cabernet Franc contributes black fruit, a
balsamic hint and lovely tannins.

2016 CHANSON PÈRE & FILS CLOS DU ROI BEAUNE PINOT NOIR

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Aromas of ripe black cherries with a hint of vanilla. Concentrated and complex. Tight and dense and velvety texture. Long and
fruity finish

2008 CHÂTEAU PALMER MARGAUX BORDEAUX BLEND

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Elegant bouquet reminiscent of vanilla, mint, wild roses and roots. Straightforward, as well as beautifully round and fresh, with
a sensual mouth feel.

2014 DOMAINE ALAIN BURGUET GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN SYMPHONIE PINOT NOIR

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Aromas of pure raspberries and damsons with spice. The palate is concentrated with ripe, sweet fruit flavors, chocolate and
spice.

2,500 GLASS
12,000 BOTTLE

180,000 BOTTLE

22,000 BOTTLE

2012 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANÉE-CONTI ÉCHEZEAUX GRAND CRU PINOT NOIR

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Aromas of black fruits, forest floor and hint of cedar. Palate is clean and medium-bodied with nice acidity. There is a nice, long
finish.

410,000 BOTTLE

2015 DOMAINE LIGNIER-MICHELOT MOREY-SAINT-DENIS PREMIER CRU LES CHENEVERY PINOT NOIR

39,000 BOTTLE

2015 DOMAINE MICHEL GROS VOSNE-ROMANÉE PREMIER CRU CLOS DES RÉAS PINOT NOIR

42,000 BOTTLE

2015 NICOLAS MORIN NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES PINOT NOIR

26,000 BOTTLE

2013 NICOLAS ROSSIGNOL VOLNAY PREMIER CRU CHEVRET PINOT NOIR

29,000 BOTTLE

2001 REGNARD POMMARD PINOT NOIR

21,000 BOTTLE

2013 GAJA BAROLO DAGROMIS NEBBIOLO

24,000 BOTTLE

2013 TENUTA DELL'ORNELLAIA LE SERRE NUOVE BOLGHERI ROSSO

29,000 BOTTLE

2007 TENUTA DI ARCENO TOSCANA POZZO DI SAN DONATO CABERNET SAUVIGNON

17,000 BOTTLE

2010 ZÝME VENETO KAIROS RED BLEND

29,000 BOTTLE

2007 MARQUÉS DE RISCAL RIOJA TEMPRANILLO GRAN RESERVA

21,000 BOTTLE

2012 NUMANTHIA TORO TEMPRANILLO

13,500 BOTTLE

▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Rich, intense fruit, yet still really quite easy, flowing, graceful and classy. Fabulous fruit expression, defined red and black flavors
giving real elegance.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Blackberry, spices and menthol on the nose. on the mouth, there is good definition of minerals, smoke and spices. Finishes
with good length juicy.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Cherry-forward to be recognized as a burgundy but the taste is followed by a rich palate of chocolate, cassis, tobacco, smoke,
and earth.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Rich, refined and well-detailed medium-bodied flavors possess excellent intensity on the long, focused and palate-staining
finish.
▸ BURGUNDY, FRANCE
A fruity aroma of blackberries, currants and cherries accompanied by delicate vanilla. The palate shows a nice power with a
dense body built on robust tannins.

▸ PIEDMONT, ITALY
Offers rich floral and berry aromas -- as well as notes of licorice, dried herbs and spice. On the palate, it has solid structure and
a rich softness.
▸ TUSCANY, ITALY
Nose is vibrant and fruity underscored by delicate toasty notes. On the palate, the smooth, silky texture contrasts with tannins
of great freshness.
▸ TUSCANY, ITALY
Aromas of sour plum and blackberry jam with oregano and leather. Mouth is very smooth and very sweet with well-balanced
acidity and tannins.
▸ VENETO, ITALY
A mosaic of fruit, blossoms and earthy mineral on the nose. Flavors of spices, fruit marmalade and forest floor, pipe tobacco,
cinnamon, nutmeg and clove.
▸ RIOJA, SPAIN
Complex, balsamic, aromatic intensity, in perfect balance with the fruit and lightly charred toasted notes. A smooth, full mouthfeel with a lingering finish.
▸ CASTILLA Y LEÓN, SPAIN
Notes of ripe black fruit, berries, black pepper and cocoa. Delectable with a minty freshness. On the palate: flavors of cassis,
cherries and coffee.

2009 VEGA SICILIA RIBERA DEL DUERO UNICO TEMPRANILLO

▸ CASTILLA Y LEÓN, SPAIN
Hint of sour citrus and crushed black cherry on the nose. Palate has silk-like textures with a mix of red, black and blue fruits
with mineral-infused citrus.

110,000 BOTTLE

2018 ARNOT-ROBERTS EL DORADO GAMAY

11,000 BOTTLE

2016 BEDELL CELLARS NORTH FORK OF LONG ISLAND MERLOT

10,000 BOTTLE

2017 CAYMUS NAPA VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

24,000 BOTTLE

2015 CONTINUUM NAPA VALLEY BORDEAUX BLEND

63,000 BOTTLE

▸ EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Bright and peppery, with lightly carbonic aromas of vanilla, cream, strawberries and raspberries leading to firm tannins and a
viscous palate.
▸ NORTH FORK OF LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK
WSJ Jay McInerney said ‘Anybody who thinks they don’t like Merlot should try this one, fleshy but not flabby, this [is a] complex,
aromatic, medium-bodied red.’
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Offers layered, lush aromas and flavors, including cocoa, cassis and ripe dark berries.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Black cherry and roast espresso aromas with mountain minerals and a hint of tangy orange spice. Lush with ripe chocolaty
tannins and a long, expressive finish.

2017 CONUNDRUM CALIFORNIA RED BLEND

▸ CALIFORNIA
Aromas of ripe berries and plums, warmed by a hint of cocoa. Dried fruit and the taste of chocolate-covered cherries come
through on the palate.

2015 DUMOL RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY PINOT NOIR

▸ RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Notes of cranberry, pomegranate, fresh raspberry and classic black cherry. Licorice, rose petal, thyme and graphite complexity,
freshly-turned earth.

2,000 GLASS
9,500 BOTTLE

27,000 BOTTLE

2016 GOLDENEYE BY DUCKHORN ANDERSON VALLEY PINOT NOIR

23,000 BOTTLE

2014 HORSEPOWER VINEYARDS THE TRIBE VINEYARD WALLA WALLA VALLEY SYRAH

50,000 BOTTLE

2015 KEN WRIGHT CELLARS SAVOYA VINEYARD WILLAMETTE VALLEY PINOT NOIR

19,000 BOTTLE

2014 KENWOOD VINEYARDS SONOMA MOUNTAIN JACK LONDON VINEYARD ZINFANDEL

16,000 BOTTLE

2013 MCKENZIE-MUELLER NAPA JAZZ RED BLEND

11,000 BOTTLE

2017 MICHAEL POZZAN NAPA VALLEY ANNABELLA SPECIAL SELECTION CABERNET SAUVIGNON

15,000 BOTTLE

▸ ANDERSON VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Lively flavors of wild strawberry and cherry with terroir-driven hints of saddle leather, anise, pennyroyal and wild mushroom,
confectionary spices and vanilla.
▸ WALLA WALLA VALLEY, WASHINGTON
Spicy perfumes with a roasted herbed pepper nose. Rose petal jam, soft and smoky licorice and sweetly toasted oak on the
mouth.
▸ WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
Floral and spice focused. Fresh and bright red fruit -- red plum and cranberry mingle with notes of cinnamon, tobacco and
turned earth.
▸ SONOMA MOUNTAIN, CALIFORNIA
Ripe aromas of boysenberries, plum and purple guava combine with aromatic spicy notes of cinnamon cocoa nibs and white
pepper.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Scent of blueberries, raspberries, cherries and plums. Spicy black pepper and vanilla flavors blend into the ripe fruit flavors
with a smooth texture.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of dried cranberries, chocolate-covered cherries, and juicy plum. Flavors of ripe cherries, wild blackberries, black
mission figs, and espresso.

2016 OAK FARM VINEYARDS LODI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

▸ LODI, CALIFORNIA
Shows eucalyptus and black tea aromas. Full-bodied, the aromas are echoed on the palate, and completed by hints of
raspberry and dark chocolate.

2015 OPUS ONE NAPA VALLEY BORDEAUX BLEND

▸ OAKVILLE, CALIFORNIA
Forward aroma of blue and black fruits with depth. Generous and balanced on the palate with good mid-weight.

9,500 BOTTLE

120,000 BOTTLE

2015 PARADISE RIDGE SONOMA COUNTY KANAYE THE GRAPE KING ZINFANDEL

12,000 BOTTLE

2015 PARADUXX NAPA VALLEY PROPRIETARY RED BLEND

16,000 BOTTLE

2016 RAEN HOME FIELD VINEYARD FORT ROSS-SEAVIEW PINOT NOIR

36,000 BOTTLE

2016 RAEN BODEGA VINEYARD SONOMA COAST FREESTONE OCCIDENTAL PINOT NOIR

36,000 BOTTLE

2016 SHAFER STAGS LEAP DISTRICT ONE POINT FIVE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

33,000 BOTTLE

2014 SILVER OAK ALEXANDER VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

27,000 BOTTLE

2016 STAG'S LEAP WINE CELLARS NAPA VALLEY ARTEMIS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

21,000 BOTTLE

2016 THREE STICKS GAP'S CROWN VINEYARD SONOMA COAST PINOT NOIR

33,000 BOTTLE

▸ SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Opens with aromas wild berries and spicy notes before delivering pleasant flavors of blackberry, blueberry and vanilla. Silky
tannins on the finish.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of black raspberry and blackberry pie with notes of cinnamon stick, vanilla bean and a touch of brown sugar. Palate of
rich currant and cherry flavors.
▸ FORT ROSS-SEAVIEW, CALIFORNIA
Sweet wild raspberry, orange pith, and rose petals, coastal moss, green tea, wet rock and candied orange aromas. Flavors of
raspberry and dried herbs.
▸ SONOMA COAST, CALIFORNIA
Aromas and flavors of smashed wild strawberry, black cherry, rose petals, wet earth, exotic spice, forest floor, Earl Grey tea,
wet rock and more rose petals.
▸ STAGS LEAP DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA
Aromas and flavors of red plum, briar and bramble fruit, black cherry, summer berry compote and pomegranate with a touch
of savory herbs.
▸ ALEXANDER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Nose of chocolate-covered strawberries, vanilla, nutmeg, truffle and sage. Offers cranberry, raspberry and pluot with savory
black olive flavors.
▸ NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Aromas of dark berries, currants, raspberry sorbet, nutmeg and baking spices. Plush mouthfeel with lingering flavors of dark
fruit and subtle oak undertones.
▸ SONOMA COAST, CALIFORNIA
Fresh blackberry galette with undertones of hibiscus and red licorice. On the palate, the texture is inviting and bright, yet
structured with silky tannins.

2014 CURTIS FAMILY VINEYARDS MCLAREN VALE LIMITED SERIES SHIRAZ

▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Aromas of ripe blackberry and dark plum, licorice and confectionary notes. Palate delivers rich flavors of ripe blackberry, dark
chocolates, licorice and spice.

2016 DENTON YARRA VALLEY NEBBIOLO

▸ VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Lots of bright, fresh red fruit, red flower perfume and fine tannin on an acid frame.

2012 HENSCHKE HILL OF GRACE VINEYARD EDEN VALLEY SHIRAZ

▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Briary blackberry and mulberry aromas and flavors, exotic five spice, star anise and black peppercorns, notes of thyme and
dried basil and slight gamey hints.

2,800 GLASS
27,000 MAGNUM

12,000 BOTTLE

245,000 BOTTLE

2015 PENFOLDS BAROSSA VALLEY RWT SHIRAZ

52,000 BOTTLE

2007 PETER LEHMANN BAROSSA STONEWELL SHIRAZ

18,000 BOTTLE

2016 SOUMAH HEXHAM VINEYARD YARRA VALLEY PINOT NOIR

12,000 BOTTLE

2015 ST HUGO BAROSSA SHIRAZ

14,000 BOTTLE

2018 TOLPUDDLE VINEYARD TASMANIA PINOT NOIR

18,000 BOTTLE

2016 TWO HANDS MCLAREN VALE ANGELS' SHARE SHIRAZ

13,000 BOTTLE

2014 CLOUDY BAY VINEYARDS CENTRAL OTAGO TE WAHI PINOT NOIR

20,000 BOTTLE

2015 BODEGA CATENA ZAPATA MENDOZA 'CATENA' MALBEC

29,000 BOTTLE

▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Aromas of freshly sliced panforte. Palate of cedary French oak - synergized by the liberation of sweet Moroccan spices and a
propulsion of dried roasted almond.
▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Bouquet showing hints of dark chocolate and black forest fruits. Palate is richly structured with great power of fruit and a firm,
fine grained tannin finish.
▸ VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Dark cherry and spicy red fruits on the nose unfolding a savory palate with fine oak integration, clean focus, strawberry and
cherry balanced by fine tannins.
▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Nose is a complex mix of dark fruits and spice mingling with toasted cedar aromas. Elegant fine tannins on the palate with
subtle oak and soft charry notes. .
▸ TASMANIA, AUSTRALIA
Intensely aromatic, balanced with savory spice notes from whole bunch fermentation, along with purity of varietal expression,
fresh acidity and firm tannins.
▸ SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
Notes of blue fruits accented by plum, blueberry and mulberry tones. Complex notes of briar, bay leaf, coriander seeds, dried
rose petals and ash.
▸ SOUTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND
Nose of red and black cherries, black plum and rich Christmas cake spices. As the wine unfolds, smoky flint and floral flavors
appear.
▸ CUYO, ARGENTINA
Cherry and blackberry aromas and nuances of coffee, tobacco and black pepper. On the palate with juicy fruit, silky texture
and fine-grained tannin.

2017 PULENTA ESTATE MENDOZA 'I' MALBEC

▸ CUYO, ARGENTINA
Aroma of red fruits like strawberries and cherries, balanced with the spicy notes of oak. Palate is round with soft tannins and
delicate mineral notes.

2015 ERRÁZURIZ ACONCAGUA VALLEY KAI CARMÉNÈRE

▸ ACONCAGUA VALLEY, CHILE
Reveals spice-accentuated black and red fruit aromas with black leaf tea, delicate truffle notes and graphite. Concentrated
palate; complex and expressive.

9,000 BOTTLE

42,000 BOTTLE

2017 BODEGA GARZÓN MALDONADO TANNAT

8,000 BOTTLE

2016 TAKAHATA KAMIWADA TAKAKKI HATAKKI BARRIQUE MERLOT - CABERNET SAUVIGNON

9,000 BOTTLE

▸ MALDONADO, URUGUAY
Aromas of red and black fruits on a spice-flavored background. Its ripe tannins and its minerality make it a terroir wine of great
identity.
▸ YAMAGATA PREFECTURE, JAPAN
A deep red wine that combines the taste of condensed black fruit with the strength of gentle deep tannins and Cabernet
Sauvignon.

DE S S E R T

2011 CHÂTEAU GUIRAUD 'LE DAUPHIN DE GUIRAUD' SAUTERNES

2,800 GLASS

▸ BORDEAUX, FRANCE
The palate offers delicate menthol aromas and is slightly honeyed with a pleasant tropical fruit acidity. Fresh balanced, with
delicate, lingering flavors.

13,500 HALF BOTTLE

2012 KRACHER BURGENLAND CUVÉE BEERENAUSLESE

14,000 HALF BOTTLE

▸ BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA
Pronounced honeyed notes over attractive aromas of ripe stone fruit, subtle spices and mineral character. Nuances of juicy
yellow fruit with vibrant acidity.

2015 TORREÓN DE PAREDES SWEET RAQUEL LATE HARVEST RESERVA

▸ CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE
An elegant bouquet of candied orange notes and honey. The palate has an elegant sweetness and intense with a long finish.
Delicate acidity.

1,700 GLASS
8,000 HALF BOTTLE

